Introduction
In the Res Gestae of the emperor Augustus we read the following:
I extended the borders of all those provinces of the Roman people on whose borders lay people not subject to our government. I brought peace to the Gallic and Spanish provinces, as well as to Germany, throughout the area bordering on the ocean from Cadiz to the mouth of the Elbe . . . My fleet sailed through the ocean eastwards from the mouth of the Rhine to the territory of the Cimbri, a country which no Roman had visited before either by land or sea, and the Cimbri, Charydes, Semnones and other German peoples of that region sent ambassadors and sought my friendship and that of the Roman people. 2 One of the interesting aspects of this passage is Augustus' claim of German territory as part of the Roman Empire whereas, according to modern historians, Rome had not officially-albeit in effect-given up her efforts to conquer and incorporate the parts of Germany between the mouths of the Rhine and the Elbe not long after the disastrous battle in the Teutoburg Forest in  ad. 3 Thereafter the rivers Rhine and Danube had become the demarcation lines between the Roman Empire and the 'barbaricum' . However, Augustus and his contemporaries seem to have had a different concept of Roman territory than modern historians. The Romans still adhered to the idea of an imperium sine fine. Actual conquest, occupation, and provincialisation were apparently not necessary to let them consider Germania as part of the world under Roman imperium. This attitude has consequences for how the Romans perceived frontiers or borders in the early imperial period. The concept of an imperial frontier seems to have had little meaning and the Romans in the early Empire seem not to have been accustomed to thinking about frontiers as physical and static boundaries. 4 Over time, however, the notion of imperium sine fine disappeared and since the third century the Romans came to see their empire more and more in terms of defined territory. 5 Along with this new idea of empire as a defined territory, a consciousness of frontiers as dividing lines between Roman territory and the regions that lay beyond those lines seems to have developed. The perception that there were actual limits to the territory of the imperium of Rome was no doubt prompted by the threats made by northern 'barbarians' from the end of the second century onwards to what was considered Roman domain, and by the military invasions in the eastern provinces undertaken by the Sassanid Empire in the third century.
Four centuries after Augustus, the new consciousness of limits to Roman territory is well expressed by St. Augustine. Augustine, contemplating that Terminus, the god of boundaries, had several times given ground to Rome's enemies, refers to Julian's disastrous Persian campaign of  and the peace agreement that his successor Jovian was forced to conclude with the Sassanid king Shapur II. Territorial concessions had to be made: the city of Nisibis and five Transtigritane regions were surrendered to the Persians. 6 Augustine remarks that peace was made and that the boundaries of the empire were fixed where they remain today, i.e. as in the second decade of the fifth century. 7 Augustine uses the terms fines and termini, clearly indicating that there was an apprehension that there
